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PRE-EMPHASIS FOR CONSTANT BANDWIDTH FM SUBCARRIER
OSCILLATORS FOR TM AND PM TRANSMITTERS*

ALLAN CAMPBELL
Instrumentation Applications Division 7281

Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Summary    This paper shows that the proper pre-emphasis for the inputs of constant
bandwidth subcarrier oscillators into an FM transmitter is a straight line through the
origin, and into a PM transmitter is one of equal amplitude for all subcarrier oscillators.
The proper method for calculation of the pre-emphasis for a mixture of channel
bandwidths is to use the square root of the bandwidth ratio of the subcarrier channels for
both FM and PM transmitters. Examples are given.

Introduction    Pre-emphasis of FM subcarriers has been a common practice in
telemetry for many years. The three-halves power pre-emphasis of proportional
bandwidth (PBW) channels is practically a telemetry tradition. However, the pre-
emphasis picture is changing now with the introduction and use of constant bandwidth
(CBW) channels and even the mixing of different bandwidth CBW channels (and even
some PBW channels) all in the same baseband.

This paper shows how the three-halves power pre-emphasis of PBW channels has been
derived and proceeds to a derivation of the proper pre-emphasis for CBW channels and a
mixture of channel types, for both FM (frequency modulated) and PM (phase modulated)
transmitters.

FM Transmitters    First, consider proportional FM channels, which are always
deviated the same percentage of their center frequency. This means that for any such
channel,

where BW is the bandwidth and f is the subcarrier oscillator (SCO) center frequency.



Consider also that noise from a discriminator, such as the receiver discriminator, gets
higher with higher frequency. This is true because the noise input is the same for all
frequencies and the discriminator is designed to put out a higher voltage for a higher
frequency (see Figure 1). With signal input, the noise from a discriminator is different
from that shown in Figure 1 because of intermodulation products, but those products
become less and less as signal power goes down. Consequently, Figure 1 does give a
good picture of the noise at low signal level, which is the situation of most interest; with
high signal power, pre-emphasis is probably not necessary at all.

Fig. 1 - Receiver Noise Input and Output

This means that to have the same signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) on all channels the higher
channels must be emphasized an appropriate amount.

Figure 2 shows two such channels. The development in this paper considers only two
SCO’s at a time. Consideration of only two is sufficient, since any two SCO’s out of a
multiplex can be selected, and the results can be applied to any other pair, including one
of the first pair. The total amount of noise power (N) on each channel depends both on F,
which is the noise voltage at the SCO frequency, and on the BW.

F is squared because it is a voltage and our concern is with noise power.

Fig. 2 - Receiver Output Showing Noise and Subcarrier Oscillators



The desired situation is that S/N for channel 1 be equal to SIN for channel 2.

Since the signal power is proportional to V2 , then the above equation becomes

(1)

Equation (1) is to be manipulated to give a relationship between V1 and V2.

Now both F and BW are proportional to the frequency; F is propositional because of the
receiver discriminator characteristics, and BW is proportional in PBW channels;
therefore,

Multiplying both sides of Equation (1) by                   , we get

Substituting,

and taking the square root of both sides gives the familiar 3/2 power pre-emphasis

The only difference between PBW channels and CBW channels is that, as the name
implies, the bandwidth of CBW channels, instead of being proportional to frequency, is
always the same,



Inasmuch as BW1 and BW2 are equal, they cancel and Equation (1) becomes

Multiplying both sides by            and substituting,

Then

Since V1 and f1 can be considered constant, then

which is a straight line through the origin.

PM Transmitters    Since an FM transmitter is just a phase-modulation transmitter with
an integrator on the input, as is shown in Figure 3, a phase-modulation transmitter can be
considered as an FM transmitter with a differentiator on the input (see Figure 4).

Fig. 3 - FM Transmitter

Fig. 4 - A Useful Diagram of a PM Transmitter



Consequently, the above results can easily be extended to PM transmitters. To get the
same pre-emphasized output from the receiver for PM that we got for FM, we will want
the same input to the integrator in the FM transmitter; therefore, the input to the
differentiator will have to be the integral of the input to the integrator.

Still using two subcarriers for illustration, and ignoring any terms introduced by
modulation,

where

and

Again considering constant bandwidth subcarriers, for pre-emphasis as in the FM case,

then

where

Therefore, in order to give the appropriately emphasized receiver output, the input to a
PM transmitter should be one in which all subcarriers have the same amplitude when
those subcarriers are of the same bandwidth.



For proportional bandwidth subcarrier oscillators, the same procedure yields the
appropriate pre-emphasis curve. Using the same terminolo , and remembering that for
PBW SCO’s

then

Defining A1 and A2 as the amplitudes of the SCO’s going into the differentiator, then

So the input to a PM transmitter should be pre-emphasized to the 1/2 power for PBW
SCO’s.

Constant BW Subcarriers of Different BW’s    Again using equation (1),

and rearranging,

remembering that



then the ratio of two constant BW channels of unequal BW is the same as for the case of
equal BW, only multiplied by the square root of the ratio of the BW’s.

An examination of the development of the proper input to a PM transmitter will show
that the only difference for constant BW channels of unequal BW is the same constant as
for FM channels; the input to the PM transmitter is also level, but modified by the factor  
                         .

The factor                          is also used to make calculations appropriate to the inclusion
of PBW channels.

Examples. -I. An S-band FM transmitter is to be deviated ±250 KHz by all ten CBW
channels of the standard IRIG B type (±4 KHz). The transmitter has a deviation
sensitivity of 100 KHz per volt, peak (a +1 volt input signal will deviate the transmitter
+100 KHz). Calculate the voltage for each channel to be input to the transmitter.

Since the deviation is to be directly proportional to the frequency of the SCO, the
frequency of each SCO will be multiplied by the modulation index (MI) to get the
transmitter deviation for that SCO. The MI can be found by summing the center
frequencies of all the SCO’s and dividing that sum into the total transmitter deviation, as
indicated in the first four columns of Table I. Therefore, MI = 250/1040 = 0.24. This is
the MI for the transmitter and also each SCO.

The calculations in Table I hold if the SCO mixer amplifier will go to ±2. 5 volts output.
If not, either the total transmitter deviation will have to be less or the transmitter
deviation sensitivity will have to be increased.

II.   Assume that Channel 3B is to be replaced by 1A, 2A, and 3A, each ±2 KHz
channels. Then Table I must be modified as shown in the first seven columns of Table II.
The factor                           has been used to multiply the frequency of the A channels to
get and “apparent center frequency” so that the same MI can be used to multiply each
channel frequency to get the deviation for that channel. Other ways to use the factor         
                           To get appropriate deviations for different BW SCO’s can easily be
devised.

In P-band telemetry it has been common practice to insist that each SCO deviate the
transmitter at least 3 KHz of the normal total 125 KHz. Some such rule must be devised
for S-band telemetry. Our experience has shown that for the typical larger deviations at
S-band each SCO must deviate the transmitter at least one percent of the total deviation.
A safer rule would be to retain the 3/125 ratio traditionally used at P-band. The
individual user can better determine the appropriate minimum deviation by observing
noise on his actual setup. The last three columns of Table II show the calculations using



the ratio of 3/125 minimum, including appropriate downward adjustments for the higher
frequency channels to keep the total deviation at 250 KHz.

These examples can be modified easily to include channels of any BW for FM
transmitters, and appropriate calculations for PM transmitters can also easily be made by
modification of these examples.

Conclusions    It has been shown that the proper pre-emphasis for CBW subcarriers into
an FM transmitter is a straight line through the origin, and for CBW subcarriers into a
PM transmitter is that of equal amplitude for all subcarriers. These pre-emphasis curves
are modified by                            for different BW SCO’s.

TABLE I

CALCULATIONS FOR A 10-SCO CBW MULTIPLEX






